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Probabilistic Data-Driven Sampling via
Multi-Criteria Importance Analysis

Ayan Biswas, Soumya Dutta, Earl Lawrence, John Patchett, Jon C. Calhoun, and James Ahrens

Abstract—Although supercomputers are becoming increasingly powerful, their components have thus far not scaled proportionately.
Compute power is growing enormously and is enabling finely resolved simulations that produce never-before-seen features. However,
I/O capabilities lag by orders of magnitude, which means only a fraction of the simulation data can be stored for post hoc analysis.
Prespecified plans for saving features and quantities of interest do not work for features that have not been seen before. Data-driven
intelligent sampling schemes are needed to detect and save important parts of the simulation while it is running. Here, we propose a
novel sampling scheme that reduces the size of the data by orders-of-magnitude while still preserving important regions. The approach
we develop selects points with unusual data values and high gradients. We demonstrate that our approach outperforms traditional
sampling schemes on a number of tasks.

Index Terms—Importance sampling, data reduction, error quantification, feature preservation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE exascale era is almost upon us. From such powerful
compute capabilities, our ability to perform science

via large-scale simulations is going to increase multi-fold.
Simulations are set to produce unprecedented amounts of
data by resolving very fine resolutions in space and time.
The traditional post hoc data visualization workflow (where
the data from the simulations are transferred to permanent
storage for detailed analysis) is set to become obsolete
because I/O capabilities have not increased at the same rate
as computation speed. This necessitates online or in situ
processing such that the newer findings are not lost due
to I/O limitations and storage constraints. Thus, in situ
analysis of large-scale simulations, where the analysis is
performed while the data is being produced by the simu-
lation, has become an important part of data analysis and
the visualization pipeline in the past decade.

When exascale machines are operating at peak frequency
and producing data from exascale-enabled simulations, lim-
ited I/O bandwidth means only a small fraction of the data
produced is saved out to a disk for post hoc processing.
Knowing what is important and which regions to save when
a simulation is running is non-trivial. In the past, data
importance has been assigned by user-driven importance
techniques [1], [2], [3]. These methods are generally very
specific to a given simulation and primarily work well for a
limited set of conditions. If simulations are producing new
(potentially unseen) features, then a new set of importance
criteria (what is a feature or region of interest?) needs to
be added to the in situ code for accurate detection of such
important events. Despite the need, even with recent efforts
for in situ data analysis, generic data saliency computation
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methods are mostly lacking.
For data reduction, compared to the sophisticated data

modeling approaches [4], [5], [6], sampling can provide
a representation of the complete data with much smaller
memory and computation requirements. Sampling of large-
scale datasets has been primarily performed based on the
popular uniform and/or random selection. These methods
are generic and heavily employed because of their sim-
plicity, but these methods generally do not assign varying
importance to the individual data points when used for
spatial sampling. Although the resulting samples mostly
preserve statistical properties (such as mean and variance)
of the original data, these methods often overlook a key fact
for visualization purposes—not all data points are equally
important [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12].

For scientific datasets, many analysis and visualization
tasks are driven by the notion of features. Apart from
knowing distributional properties of the data, scientists are
often inclined to explore the small regions-of-interest (high
temperature, low pressure, etc.). Query-driven visualiza-
tion methods [13], [14] have been a popular choice for
such feature-based exploration tasks. For these applications,
dataset feature regions are generally more important than
non-feature regions. To facilitate such query-based visual-
ization applications for samples of large-scale datasets, it
is necessary to assign more importance to the more likely
regions of interest.

In this work, we propose the use of generic data-driven
importance-based sampling algorithms that can later be
used for fast user queries and feature-based reconstruction.
We investigate the existing sampling methods and propose
a novel data-driven sampling method that incorporates the
knowledge of data importance based on local and global
data properties.

In this paper, we adopt a data-driven approach to iden-
tify the data values that are probabilistically more salient.
Our proposed sampling method converts a structured scien-
tific dataset into a point cloud that can later be used for user
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queries and visualization. For generic importance analysis
of a scientific dataset, we employ multiple criteria based on
data properties that encompass both global distributional
aspects as well as local data smoothness. Using this impor-
tance modeling, for a given storage constraint, the samples
are identified using fast local computation. For effective use
of the storage, the locations of the point samples generated
via sampling are condensed separately from the field values
using a variant of the sparse coding method. We apply our
method to various real-world scientific datasets to show
the usefulness of our algorithm. Using these importance-
driven samples, we demonstrate our ability to achieve fast
query-driven visualization and feature-based local data re-
construction. We compare our method with other sampling
methods to illustrate its superior qualities.

Our contributions are multi-fold:

• We propose a novel data sampling technique that
combines both local and global data properties but
is still light-weight.

• Given a storage constraint, we help ensure that
features of scientific data are well preserved in the
resulting data samples.

• We evaluate and provide a detailed study of our
algorithm when applied across various scientific
datasets.

2 RELATED WORKS

Sampling-Based Data Analysis and Visualization: The
visualization community has developed several methods
that employ various data sampling techniques to reduce the
size of the very large-scale datasets so that visualization and
analysis can be performed in a timely manner. Woodring
et al. [15] proposed a stratified random sampling-based
scheme for the summarization of cosmology simulations,
which enabled interactive post hoc visualization. Wei et al.
[16] extended traditional stratified random sampling and
used bitmap indexing and information theoretic measures
for creating in situ compressed sub-sampled datasets. In
another work, Su et al. [17] utilized bitmap indexing for
performing efficient data sampling. Park et al. [18] proposed
a visualization-aware sampling technique, which sampled a
very small fraction of data for producing an accurate visual-
ization. Since this technique was optimized for the scatter
plot-based and map plot-based visualization techniques,
it cannot guarantee high-quality samplings for producing
general purpose visualizations. Nguyen and Song [19] pro-
posed a centrality clustering-based data sampling scheme
for improving simple random sampling. Use of information
theoretic measures has also been found useful for data sub-
sampling. Several researchers have used information en-
tropy to select a subset of data through maximizing entropy
in order to find a good representative of the datasets [20],
[21], [22]. Following the similar principle of information the-
ory, Biswas et al. [7] proposed a scheme of sampling large-
scale datasets in situ for producing a subset of informative
data that preserves the important features. They used the
probability of data values to assign importance to data
points while sampling from the simulation output. In a more
recent work, Rapp et al. [23] proposed a sampling approach
for scattered datasets that identifies a representative subset

of points preserving blue noise properties. Our proposed
method is intended for regular grid datasets and designed
to capture the feature regions of the scientific datasets, even
at very low sampling rates.

Large-Scale Data Reduction and Visualization: The size
of simulation data keeps increasing, therefore, scientists are
looking at various techniques for data reduction to make
interactive analysis and visualization tractable. Several re-
searchers have suggested direct visualization of the data
in situ, that is, when the simulation is running and the data
is at the supercomputer memory. For direct in situ visual-
ization, several general-purpose in situ infrastructures have
been added into existing visualization frameworks [24], [25],
[26], [27], [28].

It is to be noted that a subset of the data analysis and
visualization tasks, where user interaction and feedback are
necessary, cannot be performed in situ because of the time
and resource constraints. So, post hoc visualization is still
relevant, and efficient data reduction techniques are essen-
tial to be able to explore large-scale datasets interactively
in the post hoc analysis phase. Statistical distribution-based
data reduction techniques have shown promise in this area.
Dutta et al. [4], [29] developed end-to-end in situ to post-
hoc-capable flexible data summarization techniques using
Gaussian mixture model-based data representations. Wang
et al. [6], [30] also used distributions and added spatial
distributions in the analysis framework for accurate data
recovery. In situ-generated histograms were used by Ye
et al. [31] for accelerated post hoc data query-based visual
analysis. Another emerging approach for data summariza-
tion for efficient post hoc visualization is Cinema [32], which
creates an image-based database containing high-resolution
data images spanning across various rendering and data
parameters. A similar image-based approach was also pro-
posed by Tikhonova et al. [33], [34], where explorable im-
ages were utilized for flexible visual analysis of large data.
In situ Sort-And-B-spline Error-bounded Lossy Abatement
(ISABELA) [5] of scientific data was proposed by Lakshmi-
narasimhan and others. For a more comprehensive survey
on data reduction techniques, readers are further directed
to the STAR report [35]. Compared to the aforementioned
data modeling-based approaches of data reduction, in this
work, we focus on reducing the datasets by preserving a
small subset of representative data samples. We show that
the sub-sampled data can work as a proxy to the full-
resolution raw data, and several visualization tasks can be
readily performed directly on the sampled data without any
additional post hoc processing.

3 METHOD

3.1 Overview
In this work, we introduce data-driven sampling ap-
proaches for prioritizing and preserving the more likely fea-
tures of the scientific datasets. Instead of assigning equal im-
portance to all data points, we intend to take a data-driven
approach and perform fast global+local data importance
computations. For regular grid scalar datasets, we identify
value-based importance and local smoothness-based impor-
tance measures that can generically prioritize the possible
features of the data. By combining these approaches with
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Fig. 1. A schematic workflow diagram of our data-driven sampling ap-
proach.

space-filling random sample selection, we come up with a
data-driven approach that is fully parallelizable and scalable
by design. A schematic of this method is presented in Figure
1.

3.2 Generic Sampling Methods
In this section, we provide a short account of a few existing
sampling methods and derive our proposed data-driven
sampling approach. For the scope of this paper, we primar-
ily focus on regular grid datasets as inputs to our sampling
algorithms.

3.2.1 Simple Random Sampling
Simple random sampling is a popular choice among sci-
entists for drawing samples from unknown populations.
The resulting samples generally capture the original data
distribution quite well. Given a regular grid dataset and a
user-given sampling fraction (say η, where 0 < η < 1),
simple random sampling can be performed independently
on each grid point. At each grid, a random number (say
r, where 0 ≤ r ≤ 1) can be generated from a uniform
distribution U ∼ unif(0, 1), and if r < η, then this grid
point will be accepted. This method ensures each data
point has an equal chance of getting selected and does not
assign priority to any specific data value that might be of
importance to the scientists. One of the popular variants
of this method is stratified random sampling, where the
data is first divided into strata (groups) and then simple
random sampling is applied from within each stratum. An
adaptation of this method was proposed recently by Tzu-
Hsuan et al. [16], where Shannon’s entropy was used to
allocate the number of samples within each stratum.

An illustrative example is shown in Figure 2. Here we are
using the v02 (water fraction) variable of the asteroid impact
dataset. (Details about this dataset are provided in Section
5.1.2.) Figure 2(a) shows the volume rendered visualization
of water fraction field representing the plume after the
asteroid has impacted the water surface. Figure 2(b) shows
the corresponding histogram of this variable. Using simple
random sampling, if we assume sampling fraction η = 0.02
(that is, we want to keep 2% of the original samples),
the resulting samples will have a histogram similar to the
one depicted in Figure 2(d). As can be seen, these samples
are representative of the original data if the resulting data
distribution is considered.

3.2.2 Regular Sampling
Another well-known and commonly used sampling method
is regular sampling, which allows systematic sample se-
lection. This method sub-samples the data by regularly

selecting data points using a predefined interval. Similar to
simple random sampling, this method mostly preserves the
overall data distribution and yields statistics similar to the
original data. Compared to simple random sampling, reg-
ular sampling shows sampling artifacts due to the regular
nature of sample selection. Since, even after sampling, reg-
ular sampling keeps the regular grid structure, the sampled
data output is still a regular grid and selected samples do
not require the location information.

3.3 Proposed Multi-Criteria Importance-Based Sam-
pling

Data analysis and visualization tasks on scientific datasets
are often based on the notion of features. Features of a
dataset are often regarded as more important for the do-
main scientists, who often look for those regions of interest
while performing query-driven analysis and visualization.
Thus, from the visualization aspect, all of the data points
of a scientific simulation output are not equally important.
When large-scale simulations need to be sampled down
to a given storage constraint, it is critical to assign more
importance to the feature-like regions.

Formally, given a dataset, we want to formulate an
importance function IF that predicts the importance of a
data point. If IF can be constructed such that 0 ≤ IF ≤ 1,
then our importance-based sampling technique reduces to
generating a random number η at each data point (pi) and
accepting the point if η < IF (pi). To be applicable across
multiple scientific simulations and for in situ use, IF should
ideally be constructed automatically and based on only
the data properties. Next, we discuss different aspects of
importance to effectively create a multi-criteria importance
function IF .

3.3.1 Value-Based Importance Sampling
Problem Formulation: For a scalar variable in a scientific
dataset, one important factor in deciding the saliency of
a point is its field value [8], [9], [36]. This notion is also
observed in the query-driven visualizations where scien-
tists generally want to ask for specific scalar value ranges.
Often the important scalar values are those that have a
low probability of occurrence. For example, in an image,
often background pixels that are abundant are much less
important compared to foreground pixels, which are almost
always much more rare in the image. The concept of rare
values being more important in a dataset has previously
been used in visualization literature for data fusion [8], [37],
data selection [7], and so on. We adopt a similar approach
here. For generating value-based importance sampling, we
create our importance function IF such that the data points
whose field values are highly likely in the dataset are
assigned low priority. Similarly, the data points with rare
or unlikely field values are treated as more valuable and
more likely to be of interest to the end users.

Statistical Background and Motivation: Our guiding
assumption is that rare values are more likely to be inter-
esting for visualization and discovery. Therefore, we want
to choose a sample that overrepresents rare values without
completely ignoring the more common values. Let h(x)
denote the probability density function of our data, where
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(a) Visualization of asteroid impact
data (water variable).

(b) Original data histogram. (c) 2% random sampling output. (d) Histogram resulting from 2%
random sampling.

Fig. 2. Illustration of random sampling on the asteroid impact dataset.

x describes the value of the data. This function is low
for rare values and high for common values. Note that
this description of the data ignores spatial properties and
considers only the data values. By forcing our sampled
output to follow a uniform distribution over x with lower
and upper bounds denoted by ` and u, we naturally up-
weigh the rare values and down-weigh the common ones.

To obtain a uniform sample from the data, our approach
resembles the rejection sampling algorithm [38]. Rejection
sampling is a method for generating a sample from a dis-
tribution with density f(x) using a sample from another
distribution with density h(x) that is easier to sample.
To generate a sample, first a sample is drawn from the
distribution with density h(x). Then, a sample u is drawn
from the unif(0, 1) distribution. If u ≤ f(x)/(C × h(x)),
then the sampled point is accepted, otherwise it is discarded.
C is some number such that f(x) ≤ C × h(x) for all x. The
algorithm described below is a simplification of the basic
rejection sampling algorithm.

In our case, h(x) is the density of our original dataset.
In essence, we approximate both the distribution h(x) and
our target uniform using a histogram. Then, fixing C = 1
provides the desired sampling of the bins from h(x) to fill
the corresponding bins in the target uniform.

Our approach is also closely related to importance sam-
pling [38], [39]. Importance sampling is a Monte Carlo
method for computing statistical expectations of one distri-
bution by sampling from another more convenient distribu-
tion. Assume that we wish to compute the expectation of a
function g(x) with respect to some distribution with density
f(x) and we can sample from some other distribution with
density h(x). We have

Ef [g(x)] =
∫
g(x)f(x)dx =

∫
g(x) f(x)h(x)h(x)dx

=
∫
g(x)w(x)h(x)dx = Eh[g(x)w(x)]. (1)

The expectation that we want using density f(x) is equal to
a different expectation using density h(x) with a particular
weighting scheme. The weights involve the ratio of the
density that we care about to the density that we can use.

In our case, the convenient distribution to sample from
will be the original data, which has density function h(x).
Using our full original data, we can approximate expecta-
tions with respect to h(x). A uniform distribution over the
range (`, u) is uniquely defined by its cumulative distribu-
tion function P (X ≤ x) = x−`

u−` for ` ≤ x ≤ u, which

has density g(x) = 1
u−` . This can also be written as the

expectation of an indicator function:

P (X ≤ x) = E[1{X < x}] =
∫ x

`

1

u− `
dx′. (2)

Using these derivations and the theory of importance
sampling, we can now estimate the desired distribution. We
want a set of weights such that

x− `
u− `

= Eh[1{X ≤ x}w(x)] =
∫ x

`
w(x′)h(x′)dx′. (3)

From this, it’s clear that

w(x) =
1

(u− `)h(x)
∝ 1

h(x)
(4)

satisfies this constraint. Our previously mentioned impor-
tance function IF is essentially a formulation of this weight
function w. Therefore, using this IF , we can select points
from our original dataset with probabilities proportional
to the inverse of their density, and the resulting samples
will be approximately uniform. In practice, we will need to
approximate h(x), which can be achieved with a histogram.

Illustrative Example: Let us assume the data histogram
is H , where H(pi) returns the total count of scalar field
values close to the value at location pi. Then,

IF (pi) ∝
1

H(pi)
=

C

H(pi)
, (5)

where C is the proportionality constant; that is,

IF (pi)×H(pi) = C. (6)

This is similar to creating a new histogram HSamp(pi) =
IF (pi)×H(pi), whose counts are equal across all bins (= C);
that is, from each histogram bin of H , we need to collect C
samples to achieve our value-based importance sampling.
This construct, in turn, results in entropy maximization via
sampling because the histogram of the sampled data will be
as uniform as possible.

Now, given the sampling ratio η and total number of
data points in the dataset N , if there are B bins in his-
tograms H and Hsamp, then B × C = N × η; that is,
C = (N × η)/B. Based on the user-given parameters η and
B, if C is smaller than the smallest count across all bins ofH
for the input dataset, then this algorithm will simply need
to pick C samples from each bin of H with IF (pi) = C

H(pi)
.

For illustration, this is shown in Figure 3(a), where the data
is generated from a Gaussian distribution.
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(b) Acceptance function evalu-
ated across the histogram bins.
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(d) Acceptance function evalu-
ated across the histogram bins.

Fig. 3. Illustration of value-based importance sampling. (a) Situation
when sampling ratio η = 0.2; (b) situation when sampling ratio η = 0.4.

For sampling ratio η = 0.2, we can collect C = 24
samples across all B = 16 bins of this histogram since
the lowest count across all the bins is 35. For this case, the
acceptance function IF can be computed to prioritize the
rare values over the more likely ones, as shown in Figure
3(b).

For handling the scenario where C is larger than the
smallest count Clowest in H , the sampled histogram will not
be uniform since we cannot take C samples across all the
bins. This situation will occur if, for example, η = 0.4 (as in
Figure 3). Then, C = 48, which is larger than the smallest
bin count of Clowest = 35 in this example. In this scenario,
we can only take Clowest samples from the bin with the
smallest count. In fact, for all the bins bjs with correspond-
ing counts cjs, where cj < C, we can only take cj samples.
In order to still pick user-given M = N × η samples, we
need to distribute the differences D =

∑
C − cj (where

cj < C) to the bins bjs with counts cj , where cj > C. This is
shown in Figure 3(c). Now the resulting histogram in orange
is not fully uniform, but it is as uniform as possible given the
inputs. The corresponding acceptance function is shown in
Figure 3(d), which again illustrates the concept of selecting
rare values with a higher chance.

Value-Based Sampling Algorithm: The final algorithm,
Algorithm 1, for achieving value-based importance sam-
pling begins by creating the histogram of the input dataset.
Next, we sort the histogram bins according to their counts
from smallest to highest. Starting from the first bin (with the
smallest count), we assign target samples to be picked as
min(cj , C), that is, the minimum of the current bin count
(cj) or the current target samples (C) for each bin. If cj < C,
then C is updated by computing the remaining samples to
be picked with the remaining number of bins. We continue
this process until we exhaust all the bins or we reach a
bin where cj > C . Starting from this bin, since all the
remaining bins will satisfy the property cj > C (we are
working on a sorted histogram), all the remaining bins will

get assigned current C samples. After creating the target
histogram counts, we perform a bin-wise division of the
count values between the original and target histogram.
This will give us our importance function IF . Using this,
we can now perform data sampling. For each point pi in
the dataset, we compute a random number between 0 and
1 and compare with IF (pi). If the random number is lower
than IF (pi), then pi is accepted.

Algorithm 1: Importance histogram creation for
value-based sampling technique.

Input: D (data), N (number of data points), M
(number of samples), B (number of bins)

Result: IF (importance function/histogram for
selecting M samples from N data points)

H ← histogram(D, N , B);
H ← sortAscending(H);
IF ← zeros(B);
C ←M/B ; // Expected number of samples
j = 0;
while j < B do

cj ← H[j] ; // Count in bin j
if cj < C then

IF [j] = cj ;
M ←M − cj ;
B ← B − 1;
C ←M/B;
j = j + 1;

else
for k to B by 1 do

IF [k]← C ;
end
break

end
end

/* Normalize by histogram count */
for j ← 0 to B by 1 do

IF [j]← IF [j]/H[j];
end

We can refer to Figure 4 for comparing this algo-
rithm’s performance. Compared to the random sampling
that would distribute the samples in a space-filling manner
throughout the space, value-based importance sampling
provides more samples from the feature region of the as-
teroid impact dataset.

3.3.2 Smoothness-Based Importance Sampling
Problem Formulation and Motivation: When analyzing
a data point in a scientific dataset, an important aspect is
its local smoothness or homogeneity. The following have
been used previously: homogeneity for clustering [40], data
reduction using modeling [29], and bit-map index-based
compression [16]. In the context of data sampling, if field
values change abruptly in a local region, then this region
requires more representative samples to perform reconstruc-
tion or local property prediction. That is, the points in this
region will be probabilistically assigned higher importance.
This notion is different from the above mentioned value-
based importance, as the importance of a given location is
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(a) Value-based importance samples. (b) Local smoothness-based samples. (c) Joint multi-criteria based samples.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the different sampling algorithms for a sampling ratio of 2%. (a) value-based sampling, (b) local smoothness-based sampling,
and (c) joint multi-criteria sampling. Compared to the sampling output from the random sampling method as given in 2(c), these data-driven methods
reveal the features of the data much better.

(a) 2D histogram of water frac-
tion and its gradient magni-
tude.

(b) Volume visualization of gradient
of water fraction.

Fig. 5. Motivation for use of gradient for sampling. From asteroid impact
data, (a) 2D histogram of field value vs. gradient. It shows that a given
field value can have varying gradient based on its spatial location, (b)
high gradient regions correlating with interesting parts of the data.

not dependent on the scalar value of this point, rather on
how fast the local field values are changing. Depending on
its location, the two points with same field values can have
different degrees of representativeness; in one region, since
the values change slowly, this data point may be assigned
lower importance for the use cases like post hoc reconstruc-
tion, etc. The other data point with the same field value in
a high gradient region will be assigned higher priority. This
example in Figure 5(a) shows a 2D histogram of the water
variable and its corresponding gradient magnitudes from
the Asteroid dataset. It is evident that the same field values
can have varying gradient.

As a generic measure of importance, gradients can be
effectively used for selecting interesting sample points. High
gradient regions are often of interest to the domain experts
and they often identify regions of feature. Previously, gra-
dients have been utilized for automatic detection of bound-
aries and generating color-maps, e.g. in [41], [42]. Figure
5(b) shows the gradient magnitude of the water variable
from the asteroid dataset, and evidently the interesting
phenomena of water splash due to asteroid impact is well
characterized by the gradient field. Also from the point
of view of data reconstruction, high gradient regions are
of high importance because reconstruction is much harder
in those regions. Thus, for gradient-based sampling, our
importance function IF is directly proportionate to the
gradient; that is, for a point pi with gradient function G,
IF (pi) ∝ G(pi)

k, where k ∈ R. Here, k is a parameter

that decides how strongly the gradient will influence the
sampling result. For example, if k → ∞, then we will start
collecting samples that have the highest gradient, without
any randomness in the selection method.

Smoothness-Based Sampling Algorithm: For achieving
the above-mentioned gradient-based sampling, we proceed
by creating a histogram of gradients with a user-given bin
number. Given M = N × η samples to be picked, we start
to assign the samples from the bin with the highest count.
We continue this process until all the samples are picked.
Now the resulting histogram can be bin-wise divided with
the original gradient histogram to obtain the bin-wise ac-
ceptance probability. Since we know which bin each data
point belongs to based on the gradient, we know which data
point has what chance of being accepted. Now for each data
point, a random number between 0 and 1 is generated and
is compared with the corresponding acceptance probability
for acceptance. Algorithm 2 shows this process.

Algorithm 2: Importance histogram creation for
smoothness-based sampling technique.

Input: D (data), N (number of data points), M
(number of samples), B (number of bins)

Result: IF (importance function/histogram for
selecting M samples from N data points)

G← computeGradient(D);
Gmag ← computeGradientMagnitude(G);
H ← histogram(Gmag , N , B);
IF ← zeros(B);
C ←M/B ; // Expected number of samples
j = B − 1;
while j >= 0 and M > 0 do

cj ← H[j] ; // Count in bin j
IF [j] = cj ;
M =M − cj ;
j = j − 1;

end

/* Normalize by histogram count */
for j ← 0 to B by 1 do

IF [j]← IF [j]/H[j];
end

The result of the above-mentioned gradient-based sam-
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pling is shown in Figure 4(b). Compared to 4(a), we can see
that more samples have been allotted to the asteroid impact
region. Given the same storage constraint, it is noteworthy
that this gradient-based sampling does not have the space-
filling property compared to random sampling and value-
based sampling.

3.4 Fused Sampling Method
All the algorithms discussed above have their own benefits
and drawbacks. In this section, we discuss a workflow that
takes advantage of the positives of these generic algorithms
by combining them in an efficient way. The value-based
sampling attempts to prioritize the samples that are pri-
marily rare and possibly of interest to the users. The local
smoothness-based algorithm attempts to select samples that
are in non-homogeneous spatial regions and likely to be of
interest. Random sampling has the property of filling up the
3D space because it treats all the points equally. Uniform
sampling selects the data at regular intervals, which can
be useful if users want to perform reconstruction of a
region from the point samples. If linear interpolation-based
reconstruction needs to be performed, uniform sampling
can ensure the tetrahedrons from the sampled data mesh
are not ill-shaped.

3.4.1 Joint Multi-Criteria Sampling
To perform the joint multi-criteria sampling based on the
previous approaches, we prioritize the feature-based algo-
rithms. Similar to the value-based method, here we also
first create the histogram for expected samples to compute
our importance function. We start by creating the 1D value-
based importance function as described in Section 3.3.1.
After knowing the target number of samples for each value
bin, the gradient information is used for selecting samples
that fall into the same value bin. Using a 2D histogram
with field values and their corresponding gradients, our
goal is to select the samples required by the value-based
sampling scheme by prioritizing their gradients. Recall that
the importance function for gradient has a parameter k. As
k → ∞, we basically take the samples starting from the
highest gradient bin. If 0 < k < ∞, we again attempt to
assign the samples proportionate to G(pi)k. Since the high-
est gradient bins for a given value bin may not always have
enough bin count to provide all the samples as requested,
there are leftover samples. We attempt to equally distribute
the remaining samples to all the bins, which essentially
amounts to the random sampling behavior and provides
samples from the empty regions. To achieve this last stage,
we employ a sample assignment technique similar to the
sorted histogram approach of Section 3.3.1.

The output of this algorithm is shown in Figure 4(c).
For the same storage (2%), we can compare this output
with only value-based (Figure 4(a)) and only gradient-based
(Figure 4(b)) methods—the combined algorithm retains the
space coverage and provides more samples from the region
of interest.

3.4.2 Combined Independent Sampling
Although we recommend the use of our joint sampling
method (mentioned above), in our workflow we allow users

(a) 5% samples. (b) Queried points. (c) Volume render-
ing.

(d)

Fig. 6. Sample-based query-driven visualization of combustion dataset
on Mixfrac field. Sampling ratio 0.05 is used. Result of an example query
of Mixfrac > 0.3 AND 6 0.5 is shown. Figure 6(a) shows the initial
sample points selected. Figure 6(b) shows the points that satisfied the
query. Figure 6(c) provides a volume-splat-based visualization of the
query results.

to create their own combined sampling strategies. For each
of the independent algorithms (random, uniform, value-
based, gradient-based), we take a tuple wi, i = 1, ...4 as
input from the users, and this is used as a weight factor for
each algorithm. With the user-given overall sampling ratio
η, samples are collected by running each algorithm where
the corresponding sampling ratio ηi = η × wi∑

wi
. Correctly

setting the wis is crucial in this mode and requires much
detailed understanding of the simulation data properties.
For selecting the optimal weights for the in situ use-case, the
users are advised to first tune the parameters on a post-hoc
workflow with smaller scale data. Such tuned parameters
can be transferred to the in situ run.

4 SAMPLE-BASED VISUALIZATION APPROACHES

4.1 Query-Driven Visualization

Query-driven visualization (QDV) is an effective way to
discover and understand features in scientific datasets [13],
[14]. QDV is well-known because it reduces the computation
workload and helps the application experts focus on regions
of interest. In this work, to facilitate experts with query-
driven visualization and analysis capability, we incorporate
QDV on the sampled output of the datasets. By directly
querying the sampled output, scientists can quickly assess
the result of the query and visualize it. However, since
the query is performed on the sampled data, the result
obtained is only an approximated result of the queried
result. Once the scientists find a suitable query range by
analyzing the sampled data, further refinement of the query
region can be done by reconstructing the required regions of
the data to its original full resolution. The techniques used
for reconstruction are discussed in Section 4.2.

Given a specific query, for example, the value of variable
X ≥ a AND X ≤ b, we first isolate the sample points
that satisfy this query. Now, these point samples can be
directly visualized for analysis. To enhance the quality of
the visualization, in this work, we also employ a volume
splat-based visualization strategy. Essentially, we construct
a new scalar field, where the grid points that satisfied the
query contain the true scalar value of the point and then
each of these points also splats a small contribution to its
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neighboring grid points. Given that for any specific neigh-
boring grid point, multiple samples can splat contribution
to it, the average of all the contribution values is assigned
as the final value of that specific neighboring grid point.
When assigning contributions to a neighboring grid point,
the contribution falls off proportionately with the inverse of
the square of the distance between the neighboring point
and the contributing point. Hence, if v is the scalar value of
a contributing point P , and d is the distance between point
P and its neighbor Q, then the scalar value splatted to Q
by P is v/d2. Finally, if Q has n neighboring points that can
contribute partially to it, then final value v(Q) at the point
Q is computed as

v(Q) =

∑n
i=0(v(Pi)/d

2
i )

n
. (7)

This new scalar field is then visualized by a volume ren-
dering technique for visually exploring the results of the
user-specified query in the spatial domain. Since this QDV
is performed directly on the sampled dataset, the operation
is fast and the experts can visually explore the results almost
interactively.

In Figure 6, we demonstrate the usefulness of the QDV
using the Mixfrac field of combustion dataset. This dataset
is a turbulent simulation, and the Mixfrac variable denotes
the proportion of fuel and oxidizer mass. This value gener-
ally provides the location of the flame where the chemical
reaction rate exceeds the turbulent mixing rate [8], [43]. The
spatial resolution of this dataset is 480 × 720 × 120. Since
it was previously observed that the Mixfrac values around
0.42 represent the frame region [8], [43], we performed a
query of Mixfrac values ≥ 0.3 AND ≤ 0.5 on our sampled
dataset. In Figure 6(a), we show the 5% sample points
from the original dataset for Mixfrac variables using our
proposed method, and Figure 6(b) highlights the points that
satisfy the above query when applied on our 5% samples. A
simple point rendering is used in this figure, where each
point is represented using a sphere glyph. We can see a
dense set of points were selected as a result of the query,
demonstrating that our sampling scheme is able to keep
more sample points from the important feature regions of
the data. Figure 6(c) provides the volume splat view of the
queried results as another form of visualization.

4.2 Reconstruction-Based Visualization
In order to visualize and analyze the data in its entirety at
full resolution, we also enable data reconstruction from the
stored sampled dataset. A naive way of reconstructing the
whole data would be to perform nearest neighbor interpo-
lation using the sampled point set. Besides nearest neigh-
bor interpolation-based reconstruction, we also provide a
linear interpolation-based reconstruction technique. Since
the nearest neighbor-based technique is faster compared to
linear interpolation, for very large-scale datasets, it can be
used to quickly reconstruct the data. However, for a higher
quality of visualization, the linear interpolation scheme is
used. Note that by paying more computational cost, higher-
order interpolations can also be used to increase the quality
of the reconstruction further.

To linearly interpolate the data, first, a 3D convex hull is
computed using all the sampled points. Then, the points

(a) Original data. (b) Reconstructed data
from 5% samples.

(c)

Fig. 7. Volume visualization of Mixfrac field of combustion dataset.
Figure 7(a) shows the original data rendering, and Figure 7(b) pro-
vides the reconstructed data rendering from 5% sample points. Linear
interpolation-based reconstruction is used in this example.

are converted to a polygonal mesh using 3D Delaunay
triangulation. Next, for each grid point in the reconstruc-
tion grid, the value is obtained by linearly interpolating
scalar values from the vertices of the simplex that encloses
the current grid point. To ensure that reconstructed and
original volumes match, the boundary points (8 points for
the 3D volume) are also added to the sampled point set
prior to applying reconstruction. Once the reconstruction
is complete, we allow traditional volume rendering and
isocontour-based visualizations for the exploration of the
dataset.

Volume-Based Visualization: We employ traditional ray
casting-based techniques for volume-based visualization of
the reconstructed data. The users can modify the transfer
function as necessary to explore features in the recon-
structed volume. In Figure 7, we show the volume-based
visualizations of the Mixfrac field of combustion dataset.
Figure 7(a) shows the volume rendering of the full resolu-
tion original data, and Figure 7(b) shows volume rendering
of the reconstructed Mixfrac field. It is observed that the
reconstructed field is visually very similar to the original
data.

Isocontour-Based Visualization: We also facilitate iso-
contour visualization on the reconstructed data. Users can
specify feature-specific isovalues to render isosurfaces and
visualize them interactively. We demonstrate the isocontour
visualization in Figure 8, where the isocontour of Mixfrac
= 0.42 is shown both from the original data (Figure 8(a))
and the reconstructed data (Figure 8(b)) from 5% samples.
The isovalue of 0.42 is important in this dataset because
this value of Mixfrac represents the flame structure of the
turbulent combustion process. By visually comparing the
two contours in Figure 8, it can be concluded that the
proposed sampling method is able to preserve the global
structure of important features in data with high accuracy
even at low sampling rates (in this case only 5% samples
were taken).

5 CASE STUDY AND EVALUATION

5.1 Case Study
In the previous section, we provided the results from
the combustion dataset. Here we further detail two other
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(a) Isocontour on original data. (b) Isocontour on reconstructed
data from 5% samples.

Fig. 8. Isocontour visualization of Mixfrac = 0.42 of combustion dataset.
Figure 8(a) shows the pressure isocontour extracted from the original
data, and Figure 8(b) depicts the same isocontour extracted from the
reconstructed field (reconstructed multiplied using 5% samples).

(a) 5% samples. (b) Queried points. (c) Volume render-
ing.

(d)

Fig. 9. Sample-based query-driven visualization of Hurricane Isabel
dataset on pressure field. Sampling ratio 0.05 is used. Result of an
example query of pressure ≥ -5000.0 AND ≤ -500.0 is shown. Figure
9(a) shows the initial sample points selected. Figure 9(b) shows the
points that satisfied the query. Figure 9(c) provides a volume-splat based
visualization of the query results.

(a) Original data. (b) Reconstructed data from
5% samples.

(c)

Fig. 10. Volume visualization of pressure field of Hurricane Isabel
dataset. (a) Shows the original data rendering, and (b) provides the
reconstructed data rendering from 5% samples. Linear interpolation-
based reconstruction is used in this example.

datasets: Hurricane Isabel and Asteroid Impact.

5.1.1 Hurricane Isabel Data
The Hurricane Isabel dataset was used to study the impact
of the hurricane Isabel. The dataset is courtesy of NCAR
and the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF). The dataset
was created using the Weather Research and Forecast (WRF)
model. The spatial resolution of the data is 250 × 250 × 50.
In this dataset, the pressure variable is one of the most
important because this variable can represent the eye of
the hurricane, and typically scientists isolate the eye of the
storm by querying the low-pressure regions [44]. To study
the effectiveness of the proposed sampling scheme, we used
the pressure field from this dataset and performed a query
on low pressure ≥ -5000.0 AND ≤ -500.0 on the sampled
dataset. Figure 9(a) shows all the sampled points selected by

(a) Isocontour on original data. (b) Isocontour on reconstructed
data from 5% samples.

Fig. 11. Isocontour visualization of pressure = -500 of Hurricane Isabel
dataset. Figure 11(a) shows the pressure isocontour extracted from the
data, and Figure 11(b) depicts the same isocontour extracted from the
reconstructed field (reconstructed using 5% samples).

the proposed sampling scheme, and in Figure 9(b) we show
the sample points that satisfied the above query. Figure
9(c) provides the volume splat-based visualization of the
queried points. It can be seen that by analyzing the sampled
points directly, the proposed method is able to preserve the
hurricane eye feature quite well.

To then visually compare the result of the reconstructed
data to the original data, we used volume rendering. The
rendering results are shown in Figure 10, where Figure
10(a) shows the rendering of the original data and Figure
10 provides a rendering of the reconstructed data using
the same rendering parameters. We can see that the recon-
structed data from the sampled points produce a smooth
visualization and is visually very similar to the original data.
In Figure 11, we provide the isocontour-based visualization.
Isocontour of pressure = -500.0 is extracted from both the
original data (11(a)) and the reconstructed data (11(b)). It
is observed that the isocontour extracted from the recon-
structed data matches well with the true isocontour.

5.1.2 Asteroid Impact Data
The Deep Water Impact Ensemble dataset [45] represents
an ensemble of simulations run at Los Alamos National
Laboratory to study Asteroid Generated Tsunami, or AGT.
To evaluate our sampling scheme, we used one of the
ensemble members in this work where the spatial resolution
of the data is 300× 300× 300. We used the volume fraction
of water variable, denoted by v02, to conduct our study.
By studying the v02 variable, the splash of the water into
the atmosphere can be visualized. The value of v02 lies
between 0.0 and 1.0, where 1.0 means pure water. This
enables the study of ablation and ejecta material as the
asteroid enters and subsequently impacts the water, sending
a plume of material into the surrounding area and up into
the atmosphere [46], [47].

To visualize the v02 variable where the values of water
fraction are high, we performed a query on the sampled
dataset where v02 ≥ 0.75. Figure 12(a) shows the sample
points initially selected by the proposed sampling algo-
rithm, and Figure 12(b) provides the result of the query
through direct point rendering. The splat volume-based
visualization of the queried result is shown in Figure 12(c),
and the span of the area where the water splashed after the
asteroid impact can be observed.
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(a) 6% samples. (b) Queried points. (c) Volume rendering. (d)

Fig. 12. Sample-based query-driven visualization of asteroid dataset on v02 field. Sampling ratio 0.06 is used. Result of an example query of v02
≥ 0.75 is shown. Figure 12(a) shows the initial sample points selected. Figure 12(b) shows the points that satisfied the query. Figure 12(c) provides
a volume-splat-based visualization of the query results.

(a) Original data. (b) Reconstructed data from
6% samples.

(c)

Fig. 13. Volume visualization of v02 field of asteroid dataset. (a) Shows
the original data rendering, and (b) provides the reconstructed data
rendering from 6% samples. Linear interpolation-based reconstruction
is used in this example.

(a) Isocontour on original data. (b) Isocontour on reconstructed
data from 6% samples.

Fig. 14. Isocontour visualization of v02 = 0.8 of asteroid dataset. (a)
Shows the v02 isocontour extracted from the data, and (b) depicts the
same isocontour extracted from the reconstructed field (reconstructed
using 6% samples).

The volume rendering results on the reconstructed v02
field of the asteroid data are provided in Figure 13(a).
Comparing the image in Figure 13 (which was generated
from the original data), we can see that the reconstructed
v02 field from the sampled points is able to produce visually
pleasing and accurate volume visualization for analysis.
Isocontour rendering from the reconstructed data is also
compared visually with the isocontour extracted from the
original data. The results are depicted in Figure 14, where
Figure 14(b) presents the isocontour of v02 = 0.8 extracted
from the reconstructed data, and the true isocontour from
the data is shown in Figure 14(a). From the above results,
it can be observed that the sample points selected by the
proposed sampling scheme can be used effectively to pro-
duce different representations of the data that can be used
to answer scientific queries with high accuracy.

Fig. 15. Scatter plot showing 99 percentile of the original and re-
constructed values for three methods: random, value-based, and our
method at 5% sampling ratio for combustion dataset.

5.2 Evaluation

In the large data context, reconstruction is not the primary
goal of this paper. For evaluation purposes, we reconstruct
the original datasets from the samples coming out of the
different sampling methods and study how well the original
data properties have been restored. To estimate the quality
of the reconstruction we use signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as
one of our quality measures. We define SNR as

SNR = 20 ∗ log10
σraw
σnoise

. (8)

The key component in this formula is the ratio in the log.
The quantity σraw is the overall standard deviation of the
original data. The quantity σnoise is the standard deviation
of the error of the reconstruction (the difference between the
original data and the reconstruction). As the reconstruction
improves, σnoise gets smaller while σraw remains constant
and the SNR increases. Larger values indicate better recon-
structions.

Apart from SNR, we also provide the correlation coef-
ficient between the original and reconstructed datasets. If
X and Y are the original and reconstructed datasets, re-
spectively, when a scatter plot is created taking points from
each dataset, for reconstruction without error, we expect
all the points to lie on the y = x line. For illustration we
can refer to Figure 15. This percentile scatter plot depicts
the reconstructed values (y axis) for each of the original
values (x axis) for the three methods: random, value-based,
and our proposed joint criteria-based sampling methods for
combustion dataset with sampling rate 5%.

The upper and lower limits were decided by taking
the top 99 percent of the absolute difference between the
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(a) For Combustion. (b) For Isabel. (c) For Asteroid

Fig. 16. Comparison of SNR across different sampling methods for three different datasets.

(a) For Combustion. (b) For Isabel. (c) For Asteroid

Fig. 17. Comparison of correlation coefficient across different sampling methods for three different datasets.

original value and the reconstructed value at each point in
the structured grid, culling the worst 1%. The solid colored
lines show the mean value of the reconstructed points.
Narrower spreads of color represent better reconstruction.
Since ideally all the points should lie on the y = x line, the
linear correlation coefficient, in this case, would work as a
measure to capture this linear relationship.

For the three datasets—Combustion, Isabel, and
Asteroid—Figure 16 shows the SNR for different sampling
rates using a default configuration of the sampling methods.
(We explore optimizing the number of bins for our method
in Section 7.4). We used linear interpolation for comparing
the results across the three datasets. All the experiments
were run 10 times and the average numbers are reported
in the tables. For the charts in Figure 16, we also show
the lower bound and upper bound of the SNR to show the
spread of the results. From Figure 16, it can be observed that
for a given sampling rate, our proposed method generally
performs better than the value-based method and random
sampling method. For the combustion and Isabel datasets,
our proposed method consistently performs better than the
other two methods. For asteroid, although initially random
sampling performs better, our proposed method reaches
much higher SNR. The correlation study for these datasets
is provided in Figure 17. In this figure, we provide the
correlation coefficient between the original data and each
of the reconstructed ones. This figure also shows that our
method generally performs best for these selected sample
rates.

6 ERROR ANALYSIS

As we move towards very low sampling rates from large-
scale datasets, getting an understanding of the amount of

information loss becomes more and more important. In
our proposed sampling approach, we provide a local error
analysis while the sampling is being performed on the data.
Even though our in situ scenario generally has a sampling
rate that is predefined by a user’s given data bandwidth
on a supercomputer, this error analysis can also be used for
determining the sampling rate.

Since our proposed sampling method assigns more im-
portance to the feature regions and selects more samples
from those regions, the original data distribution is not
preserved if we simply create a distribution from the re-
sulting samples. Thus, for estimating local information loss
in our method, we first resample the sampled output to a
regular grid and then we compare with the original data
to understand information loss in that local region through
local data distributions and point-wise error methods. We
are now dealing with small blocks of data, so instead of us-
ing a nearest-neighbor interpolation scheme (which is very
fast but less accurate), we can employ more sophisticated
methods for resampling using Delaunay triangulation first
on the point samples and then using linear interpolation
within each tetrahedron, as discussed in Section 4.2. Now
we get regular grid data out of the samples (Dsamp) and use
this for error measurement with the original data block (D).

For estimating point-wise errors, such as max absolute
error, max value range–based relative error [48], or SNR, we
resample the sampled output to the original grid locations.
Now absolute error Eabs can be computed as Eabs = |D −
Dsamp|, and its maximum value can be used to indicate the
max absolute error in that local region. Similarly, relative
error Erel is computed as Erel = |D − Dsamp|/R, where
R is the range of the data in the local neighborhood, and
its maximum can be used to indicate the worst case error
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Fig. 18. Local error analysis to be performed (as shown in Table 1) at
different regions of Isabel dataset. The white box and the red box show
the regions that encapsulate the hurricane eye (feature) at varying size,
and the black box shows a non-feature region.

Fig. 19. Visual comparison with ZFP at around 1% storage. The original
dataset is shown in Figure 18. As can be observed, in the feature region
(hurricane eye, white box), our method outperforms both ZFP at fixed
rate and ZFP at fixed accuracy. As we increase the sampling rate to 5%,
with more data, ZFP starts to perform better.

scenario in a relative error sense. SNR is another popular
method for quality estimation (as discussed earlier), and it
can also be used in this scenario.

For understanding loss in distributional properties, we
use methods such as Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence after
computing probability distribution functions (PDFs) P from
D andQ fromDsamp. KL divergenceEKL measures the loss
in information when Q is used in place of P and is given as

EKL =
∑
x∈X

P (x)log(
P (x)

Q(x)
). (9)

EMD (also known as Wasserstein distance) computes the
L1-norm between two cumulative distribution functions
(CDFs) generated from P and Q and can be used to
understand the amount of cost for changing one CDF to
another. For both KL-divergence and EMD, lower values
are better with 0 being the lower limit (denoting perfect
reconstruction, zero information loss). In our workflow,
users can turn on an error flag and provide a desired block
size for understanding the local information loss.

In Figure 18, the Isabel dataset is shown where three
regions have been selected for the illustration of local error
analysis. The region enclosed by the black box is a non-
feature region. The white box (larger size) and the red box
(smaller size) are shown around the feature of the data
(hurricane eye). The result of local error analysis is shown
in Table 1 for these three regions. In this case, the value
range for this dataset is quite high, (minimum = -4931.54;
maximum = 2594.97; range = maximum − minimum =
7526.51). This is the reason for the max absolute errors to
appear a little large. When the value range is taken into
consideration (as in relative error), it can be observed that

TABLE 1
Local error analysis for Isabel dataset at varying sampling rates.

Region Sample
Rate

Max. Abs.
Error

Max. Rel.
Error

KL
Dist. EMD

Red
(Feature)

1% 292.3 0.06 0.012 5.5
3% 244.9 0.05 0.003 2.5
5% 116.3 0.02 0.003 2.3

White
(Feature)

1% 440.9 0.07 0.029 13.3
3% 440.9 0.07 0.007 6.3
5% 440.9 0.07 0.003 4.1

Black
(Non

-feature)

1% 312.7 0.20 0.019 15.1
3% 302.6 0.20 0.004 5.3
5% 332.8 0.22 0.002 3.5

TABLE 2
Storage usage at different sampling ratios for Isabel dataset.

Hurricane Isabel Dataset

Sampling
Ratio(%)

Data Size
(bytes)

Index Size
(bytes)

Total Size
(bytes)

Effective
Sampling
Ratio(%)

0.5% 62628 16308 78936 0.63%
1% 125100 27744 152844 1.2%
2% 249208 49616 298824 2.3%
3% 374492 70324 444816 3.5%
4% 498488 90624 589112 4.7%
5% 624276 109956 734232 5.8%

the max local error is quite low. It can also be seen from
this table that the local errors generally go down as more
samples have been selected for all these regions. Also, for
a given sampling ratio, feature regions have much tighter
local error bounds compared to the non-feature regions,
without applying any explicit feature detection.

7 DISCUSSION

7.1 Storage Handling
Our method for sampling scientific datasets is primarily
intended for use where a storage constraint (i.e., how
much data can be stored) is pre-specified. We work with
regular structured grid datasets that have implicit point
locations. We create point samples that require the storage
of explicit point locations in addition to the sampled field
values. The naive representation stores point locations as
(xi, yi, zi) tuples. Our first optimization simply stores these
tuples with their corresponding integer indices Ii, where
Ii = xi+yi∗XDIM+zi∗XDIM∗Y DIM from the original
structured representation. So, instead of storing three floats,
we now store one integer index for each point.

In the next stage, to further optimize the storage needed
for the indices, we observe that the point indices are a
highly compressible monotonically increasing sequence of
integers. This is the by-product of our sampling algorithm
where we first linearize the 3D data arrays and select
the points in sequence. We take advantage of the existing
lossless compression techniques already integrated in VTK
[49] and ParaView [50] for their XML file formats. It has
been suggested that fast lossless compression integrated
into the in situ pipelines can yield time savings for the user
with minimal compute time [51]. Testing available compres-
sion schemes we empirically observed the well-balanced
lzma [52] compressor offers space savings of greater than
74% for the Isabel dataset, as shown in Table 2.
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TABLE 3
Quality comparison with ZFP at varying storage limitations (No value

indicates ZFP is unable to compress to the required storage size).

Signal-To-Noise Ratio for Isabel dataset

Region Sample
Rate

Our
Method

ZFP
(Fixed Rate)

ZFP
(Fixed Error)

White
(Feature)

0.1% 20.50 - -
0.5% 24.87 0.91 17.76
1% 28.66 21.13 26.38
3% 34.15 35.33 47.87
5% 35.89 37.97 53.19

Black
(Non-feature)

0.1% 7.78 - -
0.5% 13.06 2.10 9.65
1% 17.57 15.59 18.61
3% 23.19 28.54 38.02
5% 25.19 31.42 42.90

Overall

0.1% 11.42 - -
0.5% 16.63 1.85 18.37
1% 20.0 11.87 27.42
3% 26.25 23.11 49.13
5% 29.7 25.52 54.15

7.2 Comparison with Lossy Compression

Our proposed sampling method is fundamentally different
from the lossy compression techniques available (such as
ZFP, SZ, etc). Generally, lossy compression methods are well
suited to perform overall data compression/decompression
and yield orders-of-magnitude larger compression ratios
than lossless compression on floating-point data [53]. Their
biggest drawback is that they generally need full data re-
construction for post hoc analysis. In our sampling-based
method, we can provide local data reconstruction without
needing to reconstruct the full datasets. Users can use
our samples as a preview to the data outputs and se-
lect the regions for reconstruction and exploration. Also,
we have demonstrated using our sampling approach that
the sampled data can be used for feature-driven queries
and visualization. Additionally, instead of competing with
lossy compression methods, the output from our proposed
sampling method can be further reduced in size using
lossy compression techniques in the in situ pipeline (future
work). A detailed comparison of our sampling scheme with
lossy compression approaches is thus out of scope for this
paper. Since our method is primarily geared towards feature
preservation at very low sampling rates, in this section
we provide a quantitative discussion of the effects of our
sampling scheme and a popular lossy compression method
ZFP [54] on the feature and non-feature regions of the data
while data reduction is performed.

For comparison with the ZFP lossy compression method,
we selected the Isabel dataset and compression ratios vary-
ing from around 0.1% to around 5%. For ZFP, we used
both the fixed-rate mode (where the compressed size can
be pre-decided given the storage limitation) and fixed-error
mode (where the error can be bounded but the output
size cannot be pre-determined). Given our in situ scenario,
where the storage bandwidth is fixed and predetermined
and the data is distributed across processors, the fixed-
rate mode is likely to be used. Even though fixed-error
mode performs better overall, to make use of it in our
scenario we needed to try out multiple error bounds (-
a parameter) and select the ones that match closely with
the different storage limitations. Even with automation [55],

(a) Asteroid data. (b) Combustion data.

Fig. 20. Strong scaling studies for 1%, 2%, and 5% sampling rates for
(a) Asteroid and (b) Combustion data.

using the fixed-error mode requires multiple compression
trials and may never reach both the desired compression
ratio given a fixed-error bound. For comparison with our
method, we have taken into consideration both the sampled
field-value and their index size (compressed with lzma,
as discussed in Section 7.1) while computing the sampled
storage size. We selected two regions from the Isabel dataset,
and the results (in terms of SNR) are presented in Figure
19 (for 1% sampling rate) and Table 3. As can be seen,
at low sampling rates, from around 1% and below, our
method performs considerably better in the feature region.
Specifically, our method outperforms the fixed-rate ZFP in
the feature regions, the non-feature regions, and overall.
For the extreme case of data reduction (for sampling rate
of 0.1%), ZFP could not produce results at that required
storage size due to limitations of the ZFP algorithm when
requesting for extremely large compression ratios. In these
cases, ZFP’s required meta-data combined with how ZFP
truncates intermediate values results in compression ratios
that alternate above and below the target size [55].

7.3 Performance

By design, our proposed algorithms are parallelized for
distributed memory systems. The two main components of
the algorithms are the value-based histogram and gradient-
based histogram. Histograms are additive given a common
data range and are efficiently parallelized. Computation of
gradient is embarrassingly parallel (point-wise operation),
and then creating the gradient histogram is similarly ef-
ficiently parallelizable. The creation of a joint histogram
for our fused method is similarly parallel and scalable.
Using these, after the importance function IF is constructed,
then selection of samples using IF is also embarrassingly
parallel. Thus, algorithms are constructed to provide high
performance and scalability while running alongside large-
scale simulations.

We conducted a strong scaling study on combustion data
and an upscaled version of asteroid data (spatial resolution
1000 × 1000 × 1000) using three different sampling ratios:
1%, 2%, and 5%. The experiments were run on a cluster
consisting of nodes that contain x86 architectures of many
flavors and also Power PC and ARM architectures. For
this study, we used homogeneous nodes where the number
of processing cores varied from 16 to 2592 for the larger
asteroid dataset and 16 to 576 for the smaller combustion
dataset. Each node has 36 cores (72 threads) that are Intel
Broadwell E5-2695 v4 CPUs with base clock rate 2.10 GHz
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(a) Combustion data. (b) Isabel data.

Fig. 21. Effect of number of bins in the histogram for 2% and 5%
sampling rates for (a) Combustion and (b) Isabel data.

and 125 GB of memory. In our experiments, we do not report
the data read/write time.

The results are presented in Figure 20 in a log–log scale.
For both the asteroid (20(a)) and combustion (Figure 20(b))
datasets, it shows good scaling. From this experiment, it is
also observed that the sampling ratios do not have a signif-
icant impact on the run-time since we are not considering
the data write time in these charts.

7.4 Parameter Analysis
In our sampling scheme, there are primarily two parameters
to be tuned by the users.

Sampling ratio: One explicit parameter is the sampling
ratio (or sampling rate). This parameter is primarily driven
by the storage constraint and can be readily computed as
the ratio of desired output size and total data size for each
time step.

Number of bins: One implicit parameter is the number
of bins to be used for the importance histogram creation.
The number of bins should not be too low because that
might put rare important scalars into the same bin as less-
important scalars, and the important scalars might be lost
in the sampling process. On the flip side, if the number
of bins is too high, then the histogram will be too finely
resolved and the algorithm will become more time con-
suming. Finely resolved histograms can be too noisy, while
coarsely resolved histograms can be biased. Both cases can
make it more difficult to capture the basic shape of the
distribution. Our study shows that the values between 16
and 64 can generally be safely used as number of bins (e.g.,
Combustion data in Figure 21(a)) and they produce similar
sampled data outputs. We set the number of bins to 32 by
default, and this yields satisfactory results in both quality
and speed (although Isabel data shows the best performance
at 16 bins due to its value distribution, as in Figure 21(b)).
Automatic detection of the optimal value of this parameter
is a challenge since it is highly data dependent.

In other parameters, as mentioned earlier, users can
optionally turn on the error flag to choose the type of error
analysis (e.g., max error, SNR, etc.) and provide a block size
for that error computation.

7.5 Limitations
In our experiments with varying simulation outputs, the
proposed sampling method performs quite well for both
sample visualizations and reconstruction quality. Still, our
method is a generic data reduction method and does not

guarantee all data features can always be preserved. If the
features of the data are not in the regions of rare data
values or high gradient regions, our proposed method can
select less useful samples. Although this can be treated as
a limitation of our method for sample visualization, the
reconstruction quality should still be high, as demonstrated
in our experiments. It is also possible that rare values in
the data set may be noise and not of interest. For example,
simulations that first need to run for a few time steps before
producing features, can produce time steps where there are
not many feature regions and rare values are not interesting.
For example, cosmology simulations such as Nyx [56] are
often initialized with random Gaussian fields and there
are no features to be visualized until the simulation has
run for a while. In this scenario, the samples from the
initial time-steps may not be visually interesting. Finally,
this method is currently applicable for regular grid data sets.
For non-regular grid data sets, the algorithm will need to
be modified such that correct histograms and gradients are
computed and voxel volumes are taken into account while
generating the samples. This is part of our future work.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we presented a novel sampling algorithm that
preserves the important regions of a scientific dataset as
point samples. We used the data distribution as an indicator
for the importance of the scalar values. Using this, we as-
signed higher importance to the rare values where it is more
likely to be the feature or region of importance. After the
identification of more important scalars, we incorporated
the local smoothness as the second indicator for importance.
We created a 2-dimensional acceptance histogram that de-
termines the importance of a sample point based on its
value and local gradient. With this data-driven sampling
scheme, we studied the different hybrid sampling methods
that successfully satisfy the user queries. We demonstrate
the capabilities of query-driven visualization with our repre-
sentative samples. We used multiple real-world large-scale
datasets to show the usefulness of our proposed system.

In the future, we would like to extend our algorithms to
handle vector and tensor data products and include other
data properties for data saliency computation. We would
like to further extend our algorithms to exploit more re-
dundancy by considering coherence across time and across
multiple variables as well. For our proposed value-based
sampling, we will also explore the opportunities to employ
different target distributions apart from our currently used
uniform. For effective in situ use, aside from our current
MPI-based approach, we would also like to use GPUs for
further speed up. We also will extend our proposed methods
to work with unstructured and point-based datasets.
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